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Abstract

We present analyses of a large set of eye–movement data that examine how factors
associated with the processing of visual information affect eye movements to displayed
pictures during the processing of the referent’s name. We found that phonetically driven
fixations are affected by display preview, by the ongoing uptake of visual information, and
by the position of pictures in the visual display. Importantly, lexical frequency associated
with a picture’s name affects the likelihood of refixating this picture and the timing of
initiating a saccade away from this picture, thus supporting the use of eye movements as
a measure of lexical processing.
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Eye movements have increasingly become a measure of choice in the study of spoken-
language comprehension, providing fine-grained information about how the acoustic
signal is mapped onto linguistic representations as speech unfolds. Typically, participants
see a small array of pictured objects displayed on a computer screen, hear the name
of one of the pictures, usually embedded in an utterance, and then click on the named
picture using a computer mouse. Participants’ gaze location is monitored. Of interest
are the saccadic eye movements observed as the name of the picture unfolds until the
appropriate object is selected. Early research revealed that, as the initial sounds of the
target picture’s name are heard and processed, people are more likely to fixate on an
object with a name that matches the initial portion of the spoken word than on an object
with a non-matching name. Moreover, fixations to matching pictures are closely time-
locked to the input, with signal driven–fixations occurring as quickly as 200 ms after the
onset of the word (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; also see Cooper, 1974;
Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995).

Subsequent research has established that eye movements are a powerful tool for inves-
tigating the processes by which speech is perceived and interpreted, especially the time
course of these processes. Allopenna et al. (1998) showed that the proportion of looks to
each picture in the display over time can be closely predicted by the strength of the evi-
dence that the name of the object is being heard. Strength of evidence for each object’s
name was computed by transforming word activations predicted by a connectionist model of
spoken-word recognition, TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986), into fixation proportions
over time using the Luce choice rule (Luce, 1959) over the set of four word alternatives.
Subsequent work has shown that eye movements are extremely sensitive to fine-grained
phonetic and acoustic details in the spoken input (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, &
Hogan, 2001; McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2002; Salverda, Dahan, & McQueen, 2003).

The use of eye movements to visual referents as a measure of lexical processing
requires the use of a circumscribed “visual world”, which is most often perceptually
available to listeners before the target picture’s name is heard. This world provides the
context within which the input is interpreted because, in most studies, the referent object
is present on the display. Furthermore, for eye movements directed to visual referents to
reflect processing of the spoken signal, information extracted from each type of stimulus
must interact at some level. These aspects raise two interrelated questions: At what level
does information extracted from the visual display interact with processing of the spoken
input, and does the influence of the display limit the degree to which the results will
generalize to less constrained situations?

Here, we lay out three possible ways by which visual and spoken stimuli might interact
to constrain gaze locations. One possibility is that previewing the display before the
spoken input begins provides a closed set of phonological alternatives against which a
phonological representation of the speech input is later evaluated. This view assumes
that the phonological forms associated with the pictured objects have been accessed
before the spoken input begins, either because listeners implicitly prename the pictures to
themselves or because the pictures automatically activate their names. When the spoken
signal becomes available, no lexical processing per se is initiated. Instead, participants
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match the phonological representation of the spoken input with the phonological form
associated with each location on the display. The proportion of looks to each picture, then,
reflects the goodness of match between the phonological representation of the input and
the phonological form associated with the picture, bypassing normal lexical processing
(see Henderson & Ferreira, 2004). For instance, participants’ fixations to the picture of a
candle would reflect the close match between the phonological form /kændl/ associated
with the picture’s location on the display and the first sounds of the spoken input /kæn/.
Findings from the “visual world” eye-tracking paradigm could not then be generalized to
spoken-word recognition in less constrained situations.

Another possibility also assumes an implicit naming of the pictures, but differs from the
first one by hypothesizing that the speech signal activates lexical-form representations.
Thus, eye movements would reflect the goodness of match between activated lexical
representations and phonological forms associated with each picture location. This view
differs from the previous one by predicting that the degree of activation of lexical rep-
resentations should modulate the probability of fixating displayed pictures. The impact
of lexical factors, such as frequency and neighborhood density (i.e., the number and fre-
quency of words that are phonologically similar to the spoken word) should be observable.

A third possibility assumes no implicit naming of the pictures. Displayed pictures
would be associated with visual, and probably also conceptual, representations. The
spoken input would activate lexical-form representations, which in turn activate semantic
representations. Eye movements would reflect the goodness of match between activated
semantic representations and the visual/conceptual representations associated with each
picture location. On this view, then, the effects observed in the paradigm are not mediated
by names of the pictures that have been accessed during preview.

Two findings argue against the hypothesis that speech processing in the “visual world”
paradigm bypasses lexical processing. First, the probability with which a picture with
a name that matches the input is fixated over time varies as a function of the lexi-
cal frequency of its name (Dahan, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 2001). Second, the time
course of looks to the target picture is affected by the degree of match of its name
to non-displayed words (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001), including the
phonological neighborhood density of its name, i.e., the number and frequency of similar-
sounding words in the lexicon (Magnuson, 2001; Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Dahan,
2003; Magnuson, Dixon, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, in press). These findings indicate that the
set of lexical alternatives considered during the processing of the spoken word extends
beyond those associated with the pictures present on the display. Taken together, these
two findings demonstrate that eye movements in the “visual world” paradigm reflect the
involvement of the lexicon during speech processing.

A recent result from our laboratories cannot be easily accounted for if one assumes
that eye movements solely reflect the match between the activated lexical-form represen-
tations and preactivated names of the displayed objects, as assumed in the second view
just described. Upon hearing a spoken word (e.g., snake), listeners are more likely to
temporarily fixate on the picture of an object that shares visual features but no phonolog-
ical similarity with the referent’s name (e.g., a rope) than on the picture of a visually and
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phonologically unrelated object (e.g., a couch; Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2005; see Huettig &
Altmann, 2004, for a similar finding). Moreover, these looks are not delayed compared
to looks to pictures with matching names. Thus, the probability of fixating the displayed
pictures reflects, at least to some degree, the mapping of lexical–semantic representations
onto conceptual and visual representations associated with these pictures.

The findings just reviewed are important for answering questions about potential lim-
itations of the “visual world” paradigm. However, as use of the paradigm grows, it
becomes increasingly important to understand how preview and other characteristics of
the display influence the nature of the picture/speech interaction. Previous research has
always included some preview with the display, although its duration has varied across
studies. Moreover, most previous research has not compared trials with fixations to crit-
ical pictures during preview and trials with no such fixations (one exception is Dahan
and Tanenhaus [2005], who reported a similar visual-similarity effect on trials with and
without a fixation to the visual-competitor picture during preview). Lexical factors that
have been shown to account for the probability of fixating a critical picture overall may
have differential effects when the picture was fixated before the onset of the relevant
spoken input and when it was not. Another aspect that has not been examined is the
position of pictures in the display. Picture positions have typically been randomized.
However, the position of a picture may affect the probability that it will be fixated during
preview, or merely attended without being overtly fixated. It is therefore of interest to
evaluate the effect of the position of a critical picture on fixation probability. Finally, the
speech/picture matching process can be based on representations associated with each
picture location established prior to the speech input, whereby later influencing the prob-
ability of launching a fixation to a given location, or while the picture is being fixated,
whereby affecting the duration of the current fixation. Past research has rarely, if ever,
distinguished these dependent variables, let alone evaluated how lexical factors might dif-
ferentially influence them. Here, we report analyses on a data set (from a study conducted
in Dutch for different purposes, see Dahan & Gaskell, in press), where two factors were
systematically varied: whether or not listeners were able to preview the display before the
target picture’s name began, and the lexical frequency of the name of the target and the
name of a displayed onset-overlapping competitor (high frequency/low frequency or low
frequency/high frequency). By varying lexical frequency and preview time, we are able
to examine the nature of the interaction between information extracted from the visual
display and the output of phonetic processing.

1. Method

1.1. Participants

Participants were 69 college students from the University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands.
Thirty-nine participants took part in the no-preview version of the experiment, and thirty
in the preview version.
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1.2. Materials

Twenty-eight pairs of picturable Dutch nouns overlapping at onset were selected. One of
the nouns had a high frequency of occurrence, and the other, a low frequency (e.g., koffie
[coffee] and koffer [suitcase]). Based on the CELEX database (Baayen, Piepenbrock,
& van Rijn, 1993), the high-frequency items had an average log frequency per million
of 1.7 (� = 0�6), compared to 0.8 for the low-frequency items (� = 0�5). In order to
form a four-item display, two additional phonologically unrelated picturable nouns were
associated with each onset-overlapping pair (e.g., hond [dog] and spiegel [mirror]). Each
noun was matched for frequency with one item of the pair. The high frequency–matched
distractors had an average log frequency of 1.7 (� = 0�5), and the low frequency–matched
distractors, of 0.7 (� = 0�5). Finally, 70 filler trials were constructed; 35 were composed
of four phonologically and semantically unrelated words; the other 35 trials included two
onset-overlapping words, neither of them playing the role of target during the experiment.

Black-and-white line-drawing pictures were assigned to each of the 392 words.
A picture-naming task was administered to an independent group of 15 Dutch speakers.
Naming responses to each item of an experimental pair were coded to evaluate the iden-
tification of the pictured object and the use of its intended name. On average, high- and
low-frequency pictures were recognized and labeled as intended and equally so (respec-
tively 95 and 94% correct picture identification, and 88 and 87% correct picture labeling).
Spoken stimuli were recorded by a female native speaker of Dutch. The average duration
of the experimental target words was 528 ms (538 ms for high-frequency words, 518 ms
for low-frequency words).

1.3. Design and procedure

The frequency of the target word and the competitor word was varied for each experimen-
tal item pair. On a given trial, the target picture was high-frequency, and its competitor was
low-frequency (i.e., the high-frequency condition), or vice versa (i.e., the low-frequency
condition). For a given participant, half of the 28 experimental trials were tested in the
high-frequency condition, the other half in the low-frequency condition.

Participants were seated at a comfortable distance from a computer screen. Eye move-
ments were monitored with an SMI Eyelink system, sampling at 250 Hz. The head-
mounted eye tracker was first fitted onto the participant’s head, and a brief calibration
procedure was performed. On each trial, a central fixation point appeared on the screen
for 500 ms, followed by a blank screen for 600 ms. Then, a 5×5 grid with four pictures,
four geometric shapes, and a central cross appeared on the screen (see Figure 1), either
concurrently with or 500 ms before the presentation of the referent’s name (i.e., the no-
preview or preview conditions, respectively). Prior to the experiment, participants were
instructed that they would hear a word referring to one of the pictured objects on the
screen. Their task was to click on the picture and move it above or below the geometric
shape adjacent to it, using the computer mouse. Positions of the pictures were random-
ized across four fixed positions of the grid. The positions of the geometric shapes were
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Figure 1. Example of an experimental display (koffie [coffee], koffer [suitcase], hond [dog], spiegel [mirror]).

fixed. The edges of the pictures were approximately 4 cm apart; the distance between
the central cross and the closest edge was roughly 3 cm. (One centimeter corresponded
to approximately one degree of visual arc.) Participants were under no time pressure to
perform the action. After the participant moved the picture, the experimenter pressed a
button to initiate the next trial. Every five trials, a central fixation point appeared on the
screen, allowing for automatic drift correction.

2. Results and discussion

The data were first parsed into fixations and saccades. Saccade onsets and offsets were
automatically detected using the thresholds for motion (0.2), velocity (30/s), and acceler-
ation (8000/s2). Fixation duration corresponded to the time interval between successive
saccades. Fixation location was assessed by averaging the x and y coordinates of the
fixation’s samples, and by superimposing the fixation location onto the displayed grid
and pictures. Fixations that fell within the grid cell containing a picture were hand-coded
as fixations to that picture. All other fixations were coded as fixations to the grid, with-
out further distinction. Fixations were coded from the beginning of the trial (i.e., the
appearance of the display) until the target picture was fixated and clicked on.

Twenty experimental trials (accounting for 1% of the data) were excluded from the
analyses because of poor calibration or track loss (5 trials), failure to fixate on the target
object while or before clicking on it (10 trials) or selecting the wrong object (5 trials).
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Does preview affect eye-movement behavior? When the spoken word was presented
concurrently with the appearance of the display (i.e., the no-preview condition), the
mean number of fixations per trial, including the initial fixation, was 4.5 (4.2 in the
high-frequency condition and 4.8 in the low-frequency condition). When the pictures
were displayed 500 ms before the onset of the spoken word (i.e., the preview condition),
4.8 fixations occurred from spoken-word onset until the end of the trial (4.5 in the
high-frequency condition, and 5.2 in the low-frequency condition).

A close look at gaze locations reveals a clear effect of preview. Figure 2 illustrates
the distribution of fixations to each of five possible locations, starting from the fixation
concurrent with the onset of the spoken word (fixation 0) until the end of the trial.
These locations were: (1) the target picture; (2) the competitor picture (i.e., the picture
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Figure 2. Number of fixations to each location (target, competitor, matched distractor, other distractor, or
elsewhere) for each fixation performed during a trial, in the no-preview and preview conditions.
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with a name that overlapped with the spoken word at onset); (3) the matched distractor
picture (i.e., the distractor matched for frequency with the competitor); (4) the other
distractor picture; and (5) elsewhere on the grid. In the no-preview condition, the grid
was fixated on the vast majority of all initial fixations (fixation 0). On the next fixation,
all four pictures were fixated equally frequently (�2

�3� = 6�15� p > 0�10). A preference
for fixating the target over the other picture locations emerged only on the next fixation
(fixation 2, �2

�3� = 72�1� p < 0�0001). Despite the phonetic overlap between the initial
portion of the spoken word and the name of the competitor picture, participants showed
no greater tendency to launch a fixation to the competitor than to the matched distractor
(�2

�1� = 1�8� p > 0�10).
The fixation distribution in the preview condition showed a different pattern. On fixation

0 (the fixation concurrent with or immediately following the onset of the spoken word),
all four pictures received a roughly equal number of fixations (�2

�3� = 1�3� p > 0�50).
On fixation 1, however, the target picture received more fixations than the other pictures
(�2

�3� = 22�6� p < 0�001). As more fixations were realized, the proportion of fixations to
the target increased; importantly, the proportion of fixations to the competitor became
larger than that to the matched distractor at fixations 2 and 3 (�2

�1� = 11�3� p < 0�001
and �2

�3� = 4�2� p < 0�05, respectively). Thus, only when participants were able to briefly
preview the display were more fixations launched to the competitor than to its matched
distractor.

In order to test the influence of preview on gaze location throughout the trial, we
established, for each trial, whether the competitor picture was fixated or not after the
onset of the speech input. In the no-preview condition, the competitor picture was fixated
at least once on 526 of the 1072 trials (49%) compared to 516 of the trials (48%) for
the matched distractor. In order to compare the probability of fixating the competitor and
distractor pictures while preserving the assumption of independence between observations,
we restricted our analysis to the trials with a fixation to only one of these two pictures.
The number of trials with a fixation to the competitor but not to the distractor was not
significantly greater than the number of trials with a fixation to the distractor but not to
the competitor (265 vs 255, �2

�1� < 1). Thus, when participants had not been pre-exposed
to the display, they were equally likely to fixate the competitor or the distractor upon
hearing the target picture’s name. When participants had 500 ms of preview, however,
the competitor received more fixations than its matched distractor. The number of trials
with (at least) one fixation to the competitor after spoken-word onset, after excluding
the trials where the competitor happened to be fixated at spoken-word onset (113 trials),
was 343 out of 727 trials (47%). By comparison, the number of trials with at least one
fixation to the distractor after spoken-word onset, after excluding the 128 trials with a
straddling fixation to the distractor, was 242 out of 712 trials (34%). The number of trials
with a fixation to the competitor but not to the distractor was 174; the number of trials with
a fixation to the distractor but not to the competitor was 94 (�2

�1� = 23�9� p < 0�0001).
Thus, while preview had little effect on the total number of fixations per trial, it

did influence where these fixations were directed. Without time to preview the display,
participants may not have apprehended the display rapidly enough to direct their attention
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(and thus their gaze) toward pictures that matched the input during the brief portion where
the speech signal was ambiguous between target and competitor interpretations. One may
argue that the lack of preview did not offer participants the opportunity to prename the
pictures. However, as will soon become clear, an examination of how preview affected
gaze location as the spoken input became available speaks against this interpretation.

Does having fixated a picture during preview affect the likelihood of refixating it
later in the trial? To clarify the nature of the information extracted when fixating on a
picture during preview, we examined how previewing a picture affected the likelihood
of refixating that picture after spoken-word onset. For each of the 727 trials in the
preview condition with no fixation to the competitor concurrent with the onset of the
spoken word, we determined whether the competitor had been fixated during preview
(i.e., before spoken-word onset) and after spoken-word onset (see Table 1). This trial
categorization was done separately for high-frequency trials (i.e., where the competitor
was of low frequency) and low-frequency trials (i.e., where the competitor was of high
frequency). For comparison, trials were similarly categorized according to fixations to
the matched distractor before or after spoken-word onset. Overall, having fixated the
competitor before the onset of the spoken word did not affect the likelihood of fixating it
afterwards (�2

�1� < 1). However, there was a significant interaction when we considered
only the low-frequency trials (i.e., when the competitor had a high-frequency name)
(�2

�1� = 5�2� p < 0�05), but not when we considered only the high-frequency trials (i.e.,
when the competitor had a low-frequency name) (�2

�1� = 1�3� p > 0�20).1 Thus, when the
competitor picture had a high-frequency name (i.e., in low-frequency trials), participants
were more likely to fixate that picture as the spoken input unfolded if they had previously

Table 1
Distribution of trials in the preview condition as a function of the occurrence of a fixation to the competitor
or matched-distractor picture before or after spoken-word onset. (Note: The 113 trials with a fixation to the
competitor and the 128 trials with a fixation to the distractor concurrently with the onset of the spoken word
were excluded.)

Fixation after word onset?

High-frequency trials Low-frequency trials

no yes no yes

Fixation before
word onset?

competitor no 187 149 174 167
yes 15 7 8 20

distractor no 223 110 226 116
yes 15 9 6 7

1 A log linear model where the three-way interaction term was omitted yielded a significantly poorer fit to the
data than the model that included it (L2 = 5�9� p < �05).
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fixated it. In contrast, if the picture had a low-frequency name, having fixated the
competitor picture did not affect the likelihood of refixating it. There was no influence of
previewing the matched-distractor picture on the probability of fixating it after the onset
of the spoken word on either type of trial (High- vs Low-Frequency trials, see Table 1).
Thus, regardless of frequency, fixating the distractor picture during preview did not affect
the likelihood of refixating it.

The interaction between the frequency of a picture’s name and the likelihood of refix-
ating it when the spoken input is consistent with this name suggests that the information
extracted during picture preview interacts with the outcome of lexical processing, that is,
at a level where lexical-frequency biases operate. This finding argues against a view in
which the phonetic input is mapped onto pre-activated picture names, thereby bypassing
normal lexical processing of the spoken word. However, a possible objection to this
conclusion could be raised if one were to assume that during preview, people may leave
a fixated picture before having activated a name for it, and that this is more likely to
occur for pictures with low-frequency names than for pictures with high-frequency names
because low-frequency words are accessed more slowly than high-frequency words. On
this view, as the spoken input becomes available, people would orient their attention to
pictures with a pre-activated name that matches the phonetic input, and thus would be
more likely to refixate high-frequency pictures, for which the name would more often
be available, than low-frequency pictures, for which the name would not be available.
Note that this view predicts some (albeit weak) tendency to refixate the picture of a low-
frequency competitor, and the data did not support this prediction (in fact, numerically,
the effect was in the opposite direction).

Nonetheless, we addressed this objection by examining the duration of fixations to
competitor pictures with high- or low-frequency names that occurred after spoken-word
onset. In order to neutralize the impact of preview, we restricted this analysis to the
no-preview condition. On 96% of the trials, as the pictures appeared, the participant’s
fixation was on a location of the grid without a picture. Thus, by the time the spoken
word began, participants had not fixated any of the pictures. We examined the durations
of the fixations to competitor pictures that immediately followed the onset of the spoken
word. Of the 1072 fixations, 99 were launched to competitor pictures with high-frequency
names and 97 to competitor pictures with low-frequency names. (For inferential statistics
purposes, analyses were limited to participants who made such fixations on both high-
and low-frequency trials.) Fixations to competitors with high-frequency names were on
average 208 ms long, as opposed to 186 ms for fixations to competitors with low-frequency
names (t�30� = 2�2� p < 0�05). If people were to name the picture they are currently
fixating in order to evaluate the match between the speech input and the picture’s name,
we would have expected to observe longer fixations to competitor pictures with low-
frequency names than to pictures with high-frequency name, or no difference between
fixations to the two types of pictures if lexical frequency has a negligible effect on fixation
duration. Instead, we observed longer fixations to high-frequency competitors than to
low-frequency competitors. This finding, together with the influence of a picture name’s
frequency on the likelihood of refixation reported above, argues against the hypothesis
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that people prename the pictures during preview or name the currently fixated picture in
order to evaluate the match between picture name(s) and the phonetic input.

Longer fixations to competitor pictures with high-frequency names than to competitor
pictures with low-frequency names and a greater tendency to refixate high-frequency
pictures than low-frequency pictures once spoken input becomes available suggest that
the match between lexical representations activated by the spoken input and information
extracted from the display (either during preview or during an on-going fixation) is high
for high-frequency pictures, but relatively weak for low-frequency pictures. While the
results reported so far argue against the first view discussed in the Introduction, they
cannot alone distinguish between the other two. Recall that the second view posits that
pre-activated picture names are matched to word forms activated by the speech input.
The third view, on the other hand, posits no picture prenaming; it assumes that semantic
representations associated with word forms activated by the speech input are matched to
visual and conceptual representations associated with the pictures’ locations. Both views
are consistent with the frequency-modulated gaze behavior just reported. However, only
the third one can also account for the Dahan and Tanenhaus (2005) results, where listeners
tended to fixate a picture that shares visual but little phonological similarity with the
concept associated with the target picture’s name more than they fixated visually and
phonologically unrelated pictures. Thus, the nature of the representation that mediates
the mapping between lexical processing and information extracted from picture preview
appears to be semantic/conceptual, rather than phonological.

How does the position of the pictures in the display affect fixations? Results reviewed
so far have revealed the importance of previewing the display early in the trial. Signal-
driven fixations to pictures with names that are temporarily consistent with the spoken
input require some exposure with the display. While some information can be extracted
parafoveally, fixating a given picture during preview may increase the likelihood of
fixating this picture later in the trial. Given the importance of having extracted information
on a given location, it would be useful to know whether fixations are directed to particular
spatial locations more often than others, both during preview and as the spoken word
unfolds. Although picture locations are typically randomized in eye-movement studies
to minimize the risk of confounds with location, choosing the spatial arrangement of
competitors and distractors might maximize the sensitivity of the paradigm.

Figure 3 summarizes the distribution of fixation locations over the course of a trial,
distinguishing fixations to the upper left picture, the upper right picture, the lower left
picture, the lower right picture, or elsewhere on the display. A similar pattern emerges for
both preview and no-preview conditions. There is a strong tendency to initially fixate on
the picture located in the upper left cell, and then to move to another picture by performing
either a horizontal saccade (and landing on the upper right picture) or a vertical saccade
(and landing on the lower left picture).

A potential implication of the unbalanced distribution of fixations across picture loca-
tions is that whether a competitor picture is fixated or not during a trial may strongly
depend on its position in the display. To address this question, we determined the position
of the competitor picture on trials where it was fixated after spoken-word onset and on
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Figure 3. Number of fixations to each location in the display (upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right,
or elsewhere) for each fixation performed during a trial, in the no-preview and preview conditions. (Note: The
fixation concurrent with or immediately after the onset of the spoken word is labeled as fixation 0. In the
500-ms preview condition, the fixation realized before the onset of the spoken word is labeled fixation −1;
when more than one such fixation was realized, they are labeled as fixations −1�1, −1�2, etc � � � ).

trials where it was not fixated. We conducted this analysis on the preview condition
trials. To neutralize the impact of preview on the likelihood of revisiting the picture, we
excluded trials where the competitor had been fixated before or concurrently with the
onset of the spoken word. We established the distribution of the remaining 677 trials
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Table 2
Distribution of trials in the preview condition, distinguishing whether the competitor or the matched-distractor
picture was fixated or not after spoken-word onset, as a function of the position of the picture (upper left, upper
right, lower left, lower right). (Note: Trials on which either picture was fixated before or concurrently with the
onset of the spoken word were excluded.)

competitor or distractor position

upper left upper right lower left lower right

competitor
fixation?

no 71 83 88 119
yes 90 85 85 56

distractor
fixation?

no 105 110 126 108
yes 43 41 63 79

across all the four picture positions, distinguishing whether the competitor was fixated
after spoken-word onset or not. A similar trial classification was established for fixations
to the matched distractor (Table 2). Analyses revealed that the distribution of trials across
all four possible positions of the competitor picture affected whether the competitor was
fixated or not (�2

�3� = 22�1� p < 0�0005). This did not interact with trial frequency (the
log linear model omitting the three-way interaction did not significantly differ from the
saturated model, L2 = 2�5� p > 0�40). A relationship between distractor-picture position
and whether the distractor was fixated or not after spoken-word onset was also found
(�2

�3� = 10�5� p < 0�05). Thus, the position of each picture on the display affected whether
or not that picture was fixated as the speech input unfolded. However, the influence of
picture position was different between the two types of pictures. In particular, there were
fewer trials with a fixation to the competitor when the competitor was in the lower right
position than when it was in any of the other positions. By contrast, there were more
trials with a fixation to the distractor when this distractor was in the lower right position
than when it was in any of the other positions. To formally evaluate this interaction, we
considered the distribution of trials with a fixation to either the competitor or the distrac-
tor (but not to both) across all four possible picture positions. There was a significant
interaction between the type of picture fixated and its position (�2

�3� = 16�9� p < 0�0005):
When fixated, the competitor tended to be in the upper left or right position, and much
less so in the lower right position; by contrast, the fixated distractor tended to be in the
lower left or right positions, and less so in the upper left and right positions.

These results suggest the following interpretation. Early in the trial, people’s attention
is drawn toward the upper positions of the display and some information about the
objects displayed there may be acquired even if no fixation is launched to these locations.
Upon hearing the spoken word, people are more likely to fixate on these positions if
the competitor is located in one of these positions because of the match between the
picture and the representation temporally activated by the spoken word. By contrast, if
one of these positions is occupied by the distractor, participants’ attention is not drawn
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toward these already explored locations when hearing the spoken word and participants
continue to explore the display, thus fixating on the lower positions of the display. This
finding is important because it demonstrates that the specific position of a competitor
picture will affect whether this picture will be fixated as spoken input becomes available.
Experimenters might want to control more systematically (rather than randomize) where
critical pictures are located in the display, or perhaps include position as a factor during
data analysis.

3. Conclusions

Examining the role of picture preview and display characteristics in the set-up typically
used in eye-movement studies of spoken-word recognition revealed a number of interest-
ing findings that shed light on the nature of the representations that mediate phonetically
driven fixations. First, some preview is required to observe signal-driven fixations to
competitors that are temporarily consistent with the input. When the display is briefly
available before the speech input begins, participants are able to extract relevant visual
and/or conceptual information associated with the pictured objects, even when they have
not fixated on any of the pictures. This information guides their subsequent saccades to
relevant pictures. Without preview, initial fixations mainly serve the purpose of extracting
visual or conceptual information about the displayed pictures, and thus fail to reflect the
temporary activation of lexical candidates triggered by the early portion of the spoken
input.

Second, whether or not a picture is fixated during preview influences the likelihood
that it will be refixated during speech processing, but only if this picture is consistent
with a high-frequency interpretation of the speech input. Furthermore, the first fixation
to a picture with a name that matches the unfolding speech input is longer when the
picture name is high frequency compared to when it is low frequency. These two new
findings provide strong evidence that even in the very circumscribed set of possible
referents that the display offers, the speech signal is processed in terms of possible lexical
interpretations, rather than directly matched to pre-activated picture names (as assumed
by the first view introduced earlier). This extends Dahan et al.’s (2001) results by showing
effects of competitor frequency even when the competitor picture was fixated during
preview, casting doubts on the view that participants engage in covert picture naming.

Third, some spatial locations attract a disproportionate number of fixations, especially
early in the trial, and the position of pictures in the display, in conjunction with the speech
input, affects whether or not the picture is fixated.

Overall, the contingent analyses reported here shed light on how the display might
influence lexical processing and help mitigate concerns about potential task-specific
strategies that using displays of pictures might in principle have introduced. The results
are encouraging for researchers who want to exploit the properties of the eye-tracking
paradigm to explore issues of representation and process in spoken-word recognition.
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